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With his bachelor’s degrees in arts, economics and music from York University and a performance
and teaching degree from the Royal Conservatory of Music, both in Toronto, Toronto native Ira
Leibtag won awards as a concert pianist before a successful career in entertainment sound production.
For years Leibtag designed and produced television network signature sounds, feature film
scores and commercial jingles, and led the Jurassic Park Lost World audio team at
MCA/Universal’s theme park.
In 1998 he came to Boulder as a consultant to Excite@Home, which was creating Web radio, fell
in love with the city, and soon after, Mary Pierce, who eventually became his wife, and never left.
A trip to Chicago made them fall in love with gourmet delis, and before long, they opened a
specialty foods purveyor and catering company, Corner Gourmet, in Boulder. During that time,
Leibtag, a chocolate lover, realized that a pure, liquid cacao product didn’t exist, and soon set
about creating a way to bring pure raw cacao to the U.S.
Leibtag began by creating a proprietary process to emulsify cacao in water, which
he then named “Cholaca”. He added a touch of organic Fair Trade coconut sugar, naming
that variety “Original”. He tested Cholaca first at Ozo Coffee in Boulder, where it was made
into chocolate and coffee drinks.

The reaction was overwhelmingly positive, and soon, Cholaca was available in
coffee shops all over Colorado. People loved the incredible, intense pure chocolate taste,
and the fact that Cholaca is dairy and gluten free, organic, non-GMO, vegan and paleo friendly,
and contains no preservatives, additives, nor emulsifiers; as well as the fact as a Fair Trade
product, a portion of the proceeds supports cacao farmers in the rainforests of South America.
Leibtag soon developed a version of Cholaca with no sugar at all – “Unsweetened”, containing
just cacao and water; and a version with a little more coconut sugar than the “Original” version,
called “Sweet”, with just three ingredients.
Next, he developed a way to transform the pure cacao into baking wafers, selling single origin
bags from Peru or Ecuador online at www.cholaca.com.
These days, Cholaca is sold in 100% pure baking wafers and in 100% pure liquid form in bottles
online, and at more than 100+ retailers. Cholaca’s delicious ingredients are also now
available through their wholesale program Cholaca.com/wholesale to breweries
and chocolatiers around the world, along with coffee shops and food service
operations nationwide.

WANT
MORE?

For more information on how Cholaca began and has grown,
see About Us in this media kit.
For information on how Cholaca is produced, and Cholaca’s sustainability
practices, please see the Fact Sheet in this media kit.

